Regulatory Challenges and Mitigation for Account Services Offered by FinTech
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Abstract – With an innovation to offer in product & services in the Banking and Financial Services Industry, FinTech have received both attention from investors and regulatory bodies across globe. With a primary objective to improve financial inclusion for unbanked population in emerging economies through mobile devices, Fintech have become new commercial entities that promises to deliver millennium goals of World Bank and G20 nations. The availability of huge user data due to use of mobile devices and its use to generate sales of financial products, FinTech companies and solutions are constantly changing and are unique to each FinTech company. Fintech have devised a business model to provide financial services in the form of payment services, wealth management, crowd funding, lending services, forex services for remittance, digital wallets and digital currencies. The data driven business model, connected customers over mobile phones and several financial services demand new regulatory framework that also protects consumers and prevents systemic risk in economy. In this papers, we have identified the regulatory guidelines issued for various financial product for customers and challenges Fintech will need to solve to provide innovative services. The paper aims to cover the life cycle of products, scope of innovation for Fintech and methods to meet requirements by regulatory bodies. This paper covers the requirements by products in “Account Services” offered by Banking and Financial Services Industry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

FinTech is a part of financial services industry that applies technology to improve financial activities [21]. The term Fintech was already used as early as 1972, the Vice President of the Citibank, Mr. Abraham Leon Bettinger provided the following definition “FINTECH is an acronym which stands for financial technology, combining bank expertise with modern management science techniques and the computer” [21]. With rapid development in network connectivity, use of mobile phones for surfing internet and the use of mobile phones to access bank services has evolved from mere providing payment services to more sophisticated data driven business models. By analysing the large amount of historical data available from banking services systems availed over mobile phones and combining it with similar amount of data available from other internet platforms by customer provides key insight about customer; this includes personally identifiable information, customer demographic details, customer taste & preferences, demand and consumption of goods & services, travel habits & frequent travel destinations, inclination towards various causes like environment, communities, politics and participation in events. All this information about an individual can be used to provide products and services of bank, to improve financial activity for customer or group of customers [18], to develop product and services only for identified set of customers, to offer more sophisticated products (SME Payment services, Payment channel for wealth management, peer to peer lending, forex remittances and crowd funding platforms) [14], to improve customer experience at the same time generate profit for Banking & Financial Services Corporations [15]. However, considering the demand from regulators and consumer protection laws to provide “Substantive Fairness” [1] while offering product and services, it becomes mandatory for Banking and Financial Services Corporation to remain within boundaries of Acts and Laws. The innovation in business model and financial product & services requires alternative approach to regulatory boundaries. Brummer and Gorfine (2014) [7], detailed about comparison of principle-based regulatory regime and rule-based regulatory regime. However, innovation in financial services further requires meeting regulations specific to country. The engineering in financial products and developing product offerings serviceable over mobile devices may lead to fast adoption and rapid growth in financial markets, which also paves way for systemic risk due to misconduct in lending practices [17]. Considering all these aspects, developing technology platform that meets all of the “minimum regulatory requirements”, yet, modifiable to
support additional requirements due to “innovative” nature of business model becomes a better approach for “FinTech” to serve in market place. The “incremental regulatory framework [16], for iterative business model” [7] in financial services industry sets the theme for growth, scalability and sustainability of FinTech business model [7]. However, financial institution holding authorised deposit taking institutions (ADIs) licenses have market access (established trust with customers, insurance for deposits and customer base), while Fintech have technology access (sophisticated data analytics tools, innovative business model, lower cost of operation, no need of acquire full bank services and thus save license fee) [9]. Both ADIs and FinTech can work together to acquire market and improve profitability.

II. CHALLENGES FOR FINTECH ACCOUNT RELATED SERVICES

The key areas of goals of FinTech, platform design challenges and operating challenges for FinTech while designing and delivering product and services through platform over mobile devices are:[14] [22] [20]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goals of FinTech Product &amp; Service Design</th>
<th>Business Model and Regulatory Design Challenges</th>
<th>FinTech Operating Challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Margin</td>
<td>Volatile</td>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asset Light</td>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>Service Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalable</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Quality and Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative</td>
<td>Ambiguous</td>
<td>Privacy, Security and Risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance light</td>
<td></td>
<td>Service Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The elements mentioned in above table, their permutation and combinations from design phase to operating phase during life cycle of financial product & services is considered before it is made available to customers. These elements needs to be considered for below critical life cycle of product & services: [8]

1. Diligence in customer identification and rational behind customer identification
2. Disclosures about product & services, Terms & conditions, applicable fee, interest rates, duration of contract and associated risk with funds to customer - From marketing (quote assistance) To after sales service (credit assistance)
3. Document submission and document generation

4. Contract acceptance and digital signatures
5. Payment Gateway availability for fund transfer and receipts
6. Account Operation Services provided during “life of a contract”
7. Communication channel between customer and financial services providing entity for timely redressal of complaints
8. After sales Risk Management Framework for Interest rate risk and non-interest rate risk
9. Report generation and reporting framework as per product for customer & Fintech
10. Insurance Facility available for product and services
11. Terms & Conditions as per Business Model including applicable service fee, amount calculation methods / formulae, net interest rate applicable
12. Additional Account Services available related to existing products (Cross sales mechanism)
13. Account closure and contract termination details
14. Providing Hardship Notice to customer and working for credit products
15. Data storage and retrieval within FinTech platform and from outside sources (including for Key Fact Sheet) [23]


The business model for Fintech offering for “any” services must consider the design challenges, life cycle of services and minimum regulatory requirements. These are basic requirements apart from “product and service” specific guidelines applicable and innovation in product and / or services. Any conflict in meeting the minimum regulatory
requirements as mentioned in above laws and Acts needs to be resolved to provide Fintech Services with minimum ethical standards [3].

Considering the nature of products & services of Banking and Financial Services Industry and their relation to other areas of economic system, there are must to follow practices which fall under “legal framework” of the country. This defines the boundaries which Fintech cannot breached under the term “Product & Service Innovation”. In the event of not meeting legal framework, Fintech will face below risk issues:

1. Creating a product or service that will promote fraudulent, manipulative and exploitative conduct by businesses schemes / practices (Australian Productivity Commission, 2008)
2. Misuse of services to engage in commercial / business activities which are not permissible by law otherwise
3. Speculation to create asset price bubble [25]
4. Fund Transfer to other country under sanction / restricted in home country
5. Transfer Forex currency in tax heavens
7. High Risk exposure leading to systemic risk
8. Fraudulent account opening procedures / practices
9. Incorrect reporting of Asset and Liabilities due to poor accounting and assurance practices
10. Incorrect documentation of terms & conditions of contract
11. Insufficient time to customer for price discovery, negotiation and diligence over contract
12. Improper handling of customer complaints and delay in compliant resolution that may result in financial losses to customer (for mark-to-market / variable interest rate products)
13. No arrangement for compensation to customer
14. Incorrect computation of number of days, incorrect interest rate applicable, lower maturity amount (Term deposit accounts), higher repayment amount (loan, over draft, short term - credit accounts), poor forex rates
15. Incorrect assessment of customer and hardship required for debt servicing (loan, over draft, short term - credit accounts) leading on unfair lending practices
16. Over charging and / or incorrect charging of fees, incorrect interest rates application and delay in fund processing
17. Direct or Indirect promotion and sell of unregulated financial instruments (Example: Crypto currencies, convertible debentures and complex derivative products)
18. Unverified transaction leading to money laundering and may lead to terror financing activities

Above mentioned issues and combination of issues will lead to market disruption, affect everyday life of customers, misconduct in financial services industry, poor competition among financial services corporations and FinTech, customer exploitation, misinformed and / or poorly informed customers, systemic risk, asset price bubble, increased risk of fraud, poor fund management and undefined & uncontrollable financial risk in financial market.

III. MITIGATION FOR FINTECH ACCOUNT RELATED SERVICES

Considering the design complexity of Fintech Platform based on innovative business model, certain parts of fixed life cycle phases of product & services, mandatory legal framework, ethical practices of business conduct, inherent security related aspects of monetary transaction and value, FinTech will have to meet minimum regulatory requirement to operate in Financial Services Industry to provide account related services. Below are areas which can be referred while designing a FinTech business model and platform to minimise regulatory hurdles, promote ethical business practices, to improve trust for customer and create a stable & inclusive financial system in an economy.

1. FinTech needs to clearly demonstrate areas of innovation, purpose of innovation, comparison with respect to existing business practices and conduct of business activities due to innovation. By educating customers about end to end business activities involved due to innovation, Fintech will bring transparency at an introduction and in future method of operation in market place. This will promote proper investigation by regulators and quicker acceptance of services offered by Fintech. In order to retain the
innovation and its use for longer period of time, FinTech can register the copyright and trademarks with intellectual property office to keep business model and offerings unique at market place. Example: If FinTech provides a credit approval time in less than as normally required by any other established financial services entity, then FinTech should provide details about technological advancement, efficient staff and stages involved in credit approval process to ensure transparency of business operations.

2. The service product and services offered by FinTech should clearly mention the intended objective of service. FinTech should be ready with disclosure before and after the launch of platform to avail product and service. FinTech should clearly mention the areas which will not be served through services and keep data required for audit (and investigation purposes). Example: If the Fintech account services are to be used for cross border purchase of assets, equipment, plant & machinery, commodities, chemicals, drugs & medicines, chemicals, financial products and investment products, then the “product specific” guidelines will still be applicable. This should be clearly communicated to customers to promote correct use of monetary resources during cross border transactions.

3. FinTech should clearly demonstrate the “price discovery” mechanism, rational for pricing, latest price, general technological platforms to verify prices, demand & supply of underlined product and factors affecting price of product. This will provide clear guidance to customer about risk involved, duration to compare other products (if applicable), enough time for diligence and decision making, avoid speculative schemes and adjust to market / economic conditions. Example: If the Fintech offers a Crypto-currency (or Black chain related products) or term deposit product, FinTech should provide details to customer about latest (real time) price of products, method to liquidate holdings, time to refund and obligation if the products are not liquid.

4. The fund transfer platforms requires Bank Name and ISBN No. for Branch to create a transfer transaction. If the specific geographical location is not allowed for transfer of funds, then these codes should not be allowed (not displayed) to select while initiating a fund transfer. If there are country specific data collection, additional customer diligence and reporting is prescribed by the regulators for ADIs, then same should be followed for Fintech. This is to align “interest of the nation”, relationships with other associated nations and in support to security policies of country.

5. The reporting of financial data, Net profit and taxable income should follow the reporting standards as prescribed by the tax authorities. All associated companies of FinTech (subsidiaries), nature of association (holding company, trading corporation), shareholding structure, primary location of operation, taxation treaties between two countries, key personnel (Chief executive officers, Chairman, Managing directors, independent directors), auditors (if applicable), accounting firms, solicitors, company secretary and primary objectives of company formation should be disclosed to tax authorities. The event to tax liabilities and payable country should be sought in advance to avoid conflict or cases raised in future. This is also to prevent loss of Forex, currency reserves, forex manipulation and loss of revenue to government. FinTech providing Forex services and / or temporary holding of value on behalf of party for transfer in exchange of fee without holding license to trade in Forex market should adhere to guidelines of central bank.

6. Irrespective of innovation in business model, all countries enforce data privacy and confidentiality for individuals participating in economic and financial activity. FinTech poses greater threat as it receives data not only from customer but also from external websites. This data can be combined to know more personal information about customer. FinTech should be proactive in order to receive “customer consent” to use multiple data sources. FinTech should communicate clearly to customer about sources of data, analytical methods / tools deployed, the details which FinTech trying to identify without taking too much time of customer (to promote customer convenience) and purpose to use analysed data, benefits to customer for sharing data (and any incentives in future). This way FinTech will not only promote the customer privacy, but also promote customer trust and customer privacy in data sharing.

7. FinTech offering lending and credit services (through peer to peer loans, credit cards, short term lending
facilities / overdrafts) should follow the risk management framework as proposed by regulators and central bank. The risk management framework will ensure customer diligence, propose appropriate product, disclose fees & interest rates, past due computation methods, assets categorization (non-performing assets - NPAs), risk buckets, risk capital requirements and collections & settlement. Irrespective of innovative nature of lending practices, the total exposure to financial system and repercussions on failure cannot ignored. FinTech must establish the risk management framework as applicable to credit products.

8. The “Know Your Customer” (KYC) guidelines provide detailed information for each type of entity established in financial system. FinTech must establish the platform and be ready to upgrade as required with change in entity type (and / or customer circumstances) for account opening or change in account type. This will confirm to keep informed up to date, accurate and need to know basis. Proactively education to customer about privacy protection and impact of privacy breach will help customer make informed choices in data sharing.

9. Reporting of asset & liabilities of customer are directly related to deposit and credit product offered by FinTech. Customer diligence for commercial entities, credit worthiness, credit score and maximum borrower capacity will help correct accounting within FinTech and confirm to assurance standards. This will help keep record of asset & liability position, assess impact of economy downturn, proactively plan buffer to economic shocks and make FinTech platform a sustainable business model. FinTech should have adequate platform to manage these details for itself and customer.

10. The innovative nature of FinTech business model when digresses from standard business practice must be incorporated in contract signed by customer. The contractual agreements will confirm the guidelines and expected behaviours (and actions) in changing circumstances. The contract is one instrument that covers all areas of services offered to customer, so it needs to be framed keeping the basic services offered and changing scenarios. The contractual agreements must also cover the communication, complaint resolution, penalties and clause that highlight direct financial impact to customer. FinTech can also provide better services by educating employee about difference in handling of contract compared to traditional financial services companies, so improve customer experience and build brand value.

11. Once the customer has been offered a product or service offer, FinTech must provide the disclosure document detailing product details and must mention the time for which offer is valid, this will provide duration available for user for diligence. FinTech must also communicate to user that available time frame is for customer to use to evaluate product, compare pricing in market and assess on own to confirm product suitability as per needs. This will help customer understand the nature of product and align it with own needs. This will create more transparent business method for FinTech.

12. FinTech have to provide dedicated platform and staff to handle customer complaints for timely addressable of issues reported. The FinTech Platform should provide the time frames (service level agreements) required for resolution. This is not only to meet regulatory requirements, but also to keep customers informed about the delay they should expect due to volume of complaints. The dedicated customer complaint redressal mechanism will ensure additional channel over mobile phone to reach customers, apart from phone and emails.

13. As per the product & service disclosure and contract form, if there is no provision to compensate to customer for financial losses, there no insurance available against the risk and customer has to refer outside for insurance or risk mitigation, then it should be mentioned in separate “Clauses or Section”. This will keep customer informed about expected financial losses and additional cost required to afford insurance services. The customer will be informed for losses and can make provisions on its end. This way FinTech will prevent customer from being misinformed.

14. The FinTech has to adopt a solution which meets the guidelines proposed by regulators for mathematical computation. This is to ensure that innovative solution offers the same financial computation methods as per financial industry standards. This will help reduce the number of complaints for incorrect computation of amounts, incorrect charging of fee, incorrect number of days and total life of contract.
15. The customer diligence based data driven business model must work in synchronization with qualitative assessment of customer. This will ensure fair customer evaluation is completed and customer is fit for product. This will help to arrive at correct financial position of customer and propose right product, hence reduce customer and Fintech risk in customer default.

16. While computing the penalties, service fee and deductable amount from customer account, Fintech should provide fair assessment of arriving at amount. The amount may differ from industry standards and may be on higher end considering unique business model, however, this is in return of services offered to customer. The clear communication of higher fee and charges must include separate disclosure and contract agreements. The delay in fund processing and transfer of amount may be subject to customer consent and driven by market rates applicable, this must be communicated to customer to avoid poor customer experience.

17. Wherever applicable, if the product & services offered by FinTech are not regulated or do not have any supervision from government, then FinTech should mention this clearly. In the event of conflict with Fintech, customer should be guided towards correct conflict redressal mechanism to prevent consumer through consumer protection laws. The Unregulated instruments are often provided with document highlighting risk. While accepting an investment for such product, FinTech must complete a double check over phone or email (or other communication channel) with customer to avoid misinformed customer and to promote ethical business practices.

18. Considering the importance of national security and to prevent financing of activities which poses threat to national security (directly or indirectly), all product and services, their life cycle, record keeping and reporting must be pre-planned and executed. This will help to provide information to security agencies and law enforcement agencies in the event if monitoring is required and / or untoward event is reported.

Above mentioned are areas which FinTech has to consider while designing product and services for account facilities. Though the ADI license may not be applicable but inherent nature of product demands the other legal aspects to be considered while designing / inventing product and service.

IV. CONCLUSION

The technological advancements, large connected & networked mobile device users and availability of data from various external sources have given plenty of scope to identify and fulfil customer needs. This will improve financial services, customer experience and lower the overall cost for customer. This also helps to reduce cost of managing Fintech entity, however, there are direct and indirect ethical, legal and technical aspects attached to financial services industry. This requires “substantive fairness” while offering account services to customers. FinTech will have to adopt these minimum services quality standards even with most innovative and cost effective product and service.

V. FUTURE SCOPE

This paper provides the regulatory requirements for Fintech while providing the account services to customer. Considering the constant innovation and variety of services available, further research can be done on minimum mandatory regulation required for payment services, insurance services, crypto-currency offerings and wealth management services provided enabled Fintech Platforms.
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